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Abstract: The global increase of cardiovascular diseases is linked to the shift towards unbalanced
diets with increasing salt and fat intake. This has led to a growing consumers’ interest in more
balanced food products, which explains the growing number of health-related claims on food
products (e.g., “low in salt” or “light”). Based on a within-subjects design, consumers (n = 129)
evaluated the same cheese product with different labels. Participants rated liking, saltiness and fat
flavor intensity before and after consuming four labeled cheeses. Even though the cheese products
were identical, inclusion of health labels influenced consumer perceptions. Cheese with a “light”
label had a lower overall expected and perceived liking compared to regular cheese. Although
cheese with a “salt reduced” label had a lower expected liking compared to regular cheese, no lower
liking was found when consumers actually consumed the labeled cheese. All labels also influenced
the perceived intensities of the attributes related to these labels, e.g., for example salt intensity for
reduced salt label. While emotional profiles of the labeled cheeses differed before tasting, little
differences were found when actual tasting these cheeses. In conclusion, this study shows that
health-related labels might influence the perceived flavor and emotional profiles of cheese products.
Keywords: consumer; emotion; cheese; expectations; salt; fat; light; label

1. Introduction
The frequency of heart disease and hypertension is increasing throughout the world and one of
the reasons is a shift towards a more unbalanced diet, which includes a higher salt and fat intake [1–3].
Salt intakes in most high-income countries far exceed the upper limit of 5 g/day defined by the World
Health Organization (WHO) [4]. As high salt intakes are linked to high blood pressure, the leading
risk factor for early death [5], reducing salt intakes is seen as one of the most worthy objectives for
increasing public health worldwide [6]. Reducing dietary fat intake gathered scientific interest in the
last decade, as it is energy dense while having a rather limited effect on suppressing the appetite
compared with protein or carbohydrate [7]. Its reduction may help lower the energy intake [8] and
therefore prevent obesity which could lead to heart disease [9,10].
As a growing group of consumers are becoming more conscious with the health aspects of their
diet [11–13], new food products have been developed which could address those needs and contain
for instance less salt and fat. In order to better inform consumers of the improved composition and
reformulation, these foods often contain front-of-pack labeling (i.e., reduced in salt, “light”, etc.).
Companies specifically target health-conscious consumers using such labels, which are potentially
related to positive health outcomes (e.g., losing weight, lowering blood pressure, etc.) in the thoughts
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of consumers. However, one drawback is that consumers often associate changes in a particular
ingredient, like salt reduction, with negative change of flavor. Liem et al. [14], for example, have
found that the expected liking of soup was lower when the package also referred to salt reduction. A
similar conclusion was made in a milk chocolate experiment where the expected liking decreased for
“reduced-fat milk”-labeled products [8]. While these and other studies (for a review, see Fernqvist
and Ekelund [15]), have shown that health-related claims could influence consumers liking of food
products, it still remains to be investigated how the presence of such labels affects consumers’
expectations and actual experience of more specific sensory attributes. Because the acceptance of
food products with health-related labels are also known to correspond with consumers’ attitudes and
beliefs of such food products [16,17], it is crucial to understand the impact of health-related labels on
consumers flavor perceptions in order to effectively promote healthy behavior.
From a theoretical point of view, three concepts are important about the potential influence
of labels on the subsequent perception: (1) priming; (2) expectation theory; and (3) halo effect.
The priming theory is initially developed in cognitive psychology [18,19] and comprises two phases.
Participants are exposed to a stimulus (also known as prime), which can belong to any sensory
modality (e.g., olfactory, visual, auditory, and flavor) during the first phase. The exposure to
the prime leads to the activation of mental representations of the prime [20]. In a second phase,
the unconscious effects are then evaluated as it is suggested that cues or primers can lead to the
automatically activation of associated representations in memory increasing their accessibility [21,22].
As a consequence, Chambaron, et al. [22] state that exposure to a food-related stimulus (e.g.,
odor or message) may have important effects on subsequent eating behavior. Recent literature
even suggest that priming with, for instance, fruit advertisements could improve the healthiness
of food choices [21]. Expectations research has been widely applied in the field of food sensory
and consumer research and examines the influence of information cues and expectations of those
cues on the evaluation of food products. When one consumes a food or beverage, there may
or may not be a disparity between the expected and actual experience. If such discrepancy
occurs, a number of different outcomes could occur, as reported in previous literature [23,24], and
four main psychological theories have been developed in order to explain such disconfirmation:
(1) assimilation effect takes place when the participant adjusts his or her perception to what was
expected, which results into the shift of product evaluation ratings in the direction of the participant’s
prior expectations; (2) contrast theory can be applied when a person magnifies the difference which
lead to the product evaluation ratings shifting into the opposite direction; (3) generalized negativity
effect occurs when a consumer evaluates a product negatively because the expectations that they
had prior to the evaluation were not met and therefore always lead to a lower product evaluation
rating; and (4) assimilation/contrast theory depicts that assimilation will be observed if the disparity
between the expected and experienced evaluation is rather small. If the discrepancy is too large,
the contrast effect will likely occur instead. A recent review by Piqueras-Fiszman and Spence [25]
contains a broad overview of research on sensory expectations with several types of information
(including health-related information like nutrition content) and concludes that it is mostly the
assimilation/contrast model that is applicable when testing food products with health-related
information. Lastly, a halo effect could take place. The halo effect involves cognitive bias when the
assessment of one particular characteristic (e.g., health label) of an item (e.g., food product) strongly
affects the perception of other attributes (e.g., fat flavor perception and color intensity) of the same
item [26]. An example is a recent study by Sütterlin and Siegrist [27] that found that using the label
“fruit sugar” instead of “sugar” increased perceived healthiness of breakfast cereals.
It is also essential to measure beyond the overall acceptance of food products and obtain
a broader perspective of consumers’ food product experience, given the high product failure
rates at market introduction [28,29]. In the last years, assessing the emotional conceptualizations
which consumers associate with food products have gathered momentum as a possibility to obtain
additional information aside from the overall acceptance [30]. Several studies have illustrated
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that emotional conceptualizations can discriminate between food products even if the overall
acceptance between products is similar [31–33]. Moreover, recent research suggests that including
emotional measurements significantly improves food choice prediction of common acceptance
measurements [34]. Thereby, emotions typically can be classified as “positive”, “unclassified” or
“negative” [31,35], which could provide additional possibilities in further understanding consumer
attitudes and beliefs towards food choice.
More recently, a growing number of studies have been carried out where consumers instead
of the trained panelists performed sensory profiling of food products [36,37]. To ease and further
improve the use of consumers for this kind of research, researchers have developed several new
methodologies, such as check-all-that-apply, Nappingr and flash profiling [37,38]. Most new
tools appear to be more cost efficient and allow retrieving direct feedback from consumers [37].
When compared with traditional profiling, these tools were successful at describing and quantifying
product differences [37–39].
The purpose of the this study was twofold: (1) to examine the influence of potential health
messages, like “reduced salt content” and “light”, on the expected and perceived sensory evaluation
of cheese; and (2) to investigate which emotional conceptualizations consumers associate with
such messages.
For this study, cheese was taken as a case. Cheese is an important source of dietary calcium,
proteins and also vitamins [40–42]. Although cheese consumption is increasing worldwide [43],
most cheeses have a rather high fat and salt content [42]. Therefore, new cheese products have been
launched to address health conscious consumers for instance light cheeses (associated with a lower
fat content) and low-sodium cheeses. Hence, this study aims to evaluate the effect of health-related
labels on the expected and perceived flavor perception of cheese.
2. Material and Methods
2.1. Participants
Participants were recruited in Ghent area (Belgium) and no information about the aim of the
study was provided at recruitment stage. Testing took place in the sensory facilities of Ghent
University and consumers completed all the evaluations in sensory booths.
In total, 129 consumers participated in this test of which 53.4% were female. The mean
participant age was 24.9 years (SD = 9.5), but participants ranged from 18 to 77 years. More than
80% of the participants ate cheese at least 2 to 3 times a week. Subjects were not compensated for
their participation in the study.
2.2. Materials
2.2.1. Cheese
Each participant received two pieces of one cheese at the same time (Boni selection Belgian
young Gouda, purchased at Colruyt, Ghent, Belgium). All cheeses were exactly the same but different
information was provided. A 3-digit random number was assigned to each sample and cheese slices
were 1.5 cm ˆ 1.5 cm ˆ 1.5 cm [44]. Samples were served one at a time at 13 ˝ C [45] on an odorless
plastic plate.
2.2.2. Health Labels and Experimental Design
To reduce the potential influence of a package (which includes, for example, brand and nutrient
information), only a label description was included, in line with previous research on soy and organic
labels [17,46]. The control label simply mentioned “cheese” (hereafter referred to as “control label”).
The three other health-related labels were: (1) “cheese with reduced salt” (hereafter referred to as
“reduced salt label”); (2) “light cheese” (hereafter referred to as “light label”); and (3) “light cheese
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with reduced salt” (hereafter referred to as “light + reduced salt label”). Cheeses containing these
labels were available in major retailer stores across Belgium at the time of the study.
Nutrients 2015, 7, page–page
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•Cheese consumption (3 to 5 min)

•Shopping behaviour, attitudes towards and awareness of personal salt and fat intake (3 to 5 min)

•Sensory and emotional profiling (7 to 10 min)
•Expected treatment (only label)
a.4 labels, randomized order
b.First expected liking, salt flavour intensity, fat flavour intensity and purchase intent
c.Then emotional and sensory profiling (EmoSensory® Wheel)
•Perceived treatment (with tasting)
a.4 labelled cheese products, randomized order
b.First expected liking, salt flavour intensity and fat flavour intensity
c.Then emotional and sensory profiling (EmoSensory® Wheel)

•Health and taste attitudes (7 to 10 min)

•Socio‐demographic questions (2 min)

Figure1.
1. Questionnaire
Questionnaire flow.
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flow.
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cheese they consume followed by choosing their preferred type. Possible options were “hard cheese”,
“soft cheese”, “cream cheese”, “light cheese”, “goat cheese”, “blue cheese” or “other”. If they chose
“other”, they could specify their answer.
Questions regarding the participants’ shopping behavior, attitudes and awareness of personal salt and
fat intake were asked in the second part of the study. This makes a more detailed classification of the
sample possible. Regarding salt labeling, three yes/no questions were asked to assess shopping behavior,
based upon previous research [50,51]. First, participants were asked “do you look for the salt content
on food products when shopping?” Next, they were asked if salt content influenced purchases and if
they often buy food products labeled as reduced salt products. Further two items reflecting awareness
of personal salt intake were included. Participants were asked to which extend they have a diet with a
low or high salt intake using a 5-point scale (“very low in salt”, “low in salt”, “average salt intake”,
“high in salt”, “very high in salt”) [52]. To evaluate consumers’ salt intake, respondents were asked to
compare their salt intake to the intake of men/women of the same age on a 5-point scale ranging from
“much less” (1) to “much more” (5). Intention to consume less salt in their diet was asked using three
possibilities: “no”, “yes, within 6 months” and “yes, within 1 month”. Finally, one question asked if
participants thought that they need to have a diet low in salt on most days of the week using a 5-point
Likert scale ranging from “strongly disagree” (1) to “strongly agree” (5) to reflect their attitude towards
salt consumption. Similar questions were asked about the fat, e.g., “Do you look for the fat content on food
products when shopping”, “Does salt content influence your food purchases” and “Do you often buy low-fat
labeled food products?” Participants also reported to which extend their diet contains fat using a 5-point
scale (“very low in fat”, “low in fat”, “average fat intake”, “high in fat”, “very high in fat”) [53,54].
Further, respondents were asked to evaluate their fat intake compared to a men/women of a similar age on
a 5-point scale ranging from “much less” (1) to “much more” (5). Intention to consume less fat was
questioned using the options “no”, “yes, within 6 months” and “yes, within 1 month”.
In the third part, participants’ expectations of the salt intensity, fat flavor intensity and desire of the
four labeled cheeses were assessed. The labels were given in a random order to avoid order bias and
carry-over effects [47]. Thereby, specific questions include: (1) How much do you think you will like
the cheese; (2) “How salty do you think this cheese taste”; (3) “How fatty do you think this cheese
will taste” and (4) “How much do you want to taste this cheese”. These questions were based upon
Liem et al. (2012) and bipolar 7-point scales were used (i.e., 1 = extremely dislike–7 = extremely like,
1 = not salty at all–7 = extremely salty, 1 = not fatty at all–7 = extremely fatty, 1 = do not want at all
and 7 = want extremely). Recent work also suggests that fat flavor is a basic taste [55,56]. Further,
consumers assessed the emotional conceptualizations and sensory terms that they associate with each
cheese. Product specific emotional and sensory terms were determined during preliminary research
following a two-step approach suggested by Ng, et al. [33] and Ares et al. [57]. First, a small group of
consumers evaluated a list of emotional and sensory terms based upon previous studies [31,58–63].
The consumers also had the possibility to add their own terms and a focus group was held to see if
additional terms were generated. Second, a final selection was made based on the number of people
selecting the terms (ě15%) and the ability of the terms to discriminate between food products into
account [29,35,64–66]. In addition, a balance between positive and negative emotions was made to
easily compare the emotions and provide a global overview [35,58]. Sensory terms were selected to
cover multiple sensory modalities (appearance, aroma, flavor, texture, aftertaste) [67]. An overview
of the selected terms is listed in Table 1. As suggested in previous research with emotional terms [33],
a rate-all-that-apply scale was used when the consumers evaluated the products during the consumer
test. This scale has also been applied for the sensory profiling of several food products [67,68].
Participants used this scale to rate the intensity of the applicable sensory and emotional terms with a
wheel format (EmoSensoryr Wheel, [69]) using a 5-point scale with end-point anchors 1 = “slightly”
to 5 = “extremely”. Terms were given in alphabetical order, as this does not influence the results
compared to a randomized presentation order [70,71].
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After the participants expressed their expectations during the label only treatment, they received
one cheese at the time to perform the perceived treatment. Participants were instructed to consume a
first piece of cheese and rate (1) the overall liking; (2) salt flavor intensity and (3) fat flavor intensity of
the cheese product using a 7-point bipolar scale (i.e., 1 = extremely dislike–7 = extremely like, 1 = not
salty at all–7 = extremely salty, 1 = not fatty at all–7 = extremely fatty). Next participants were asked
to rate the intensity of the applicable sensory and emotional terms with the following instruction:
“Please try cheese sample XXX. Then, tick on each word that applies to describe cheese XXX and rate the
intensity. Also, rate the intensity of applicable words which describe how you feel right now.” This instruction
was based upon previous work for the sensory [72] and emotional profiling [31] of food products.
Lastly, consumers were asked to write down any remarks they had about the cheese products.
Table 1. Overview emotional and sensory terms.
Emotional Terms

Sensory Terms

+

Glad
Enthusiastic +
Irritated ´
Happy +
Good +
Calm u
Unpleasant surprise ´
Discontented ´
Disinterested ´
Dissatisfaction ´
Pleasant +
Disappointed ´
Merry +
`,´,u

Dry
Yellow
Firm
Grainy
Aftertaste
Pungent
Untasty
Creamy
Soft
Salty
Acid

means positive/negative/unclassified classified emotion.

In the next part, several statements were included to gain more information about the health
and taste interests of the participants. As these statements are beyond the scope of this paper, this is
mentioned for the sake of completeness but these are not discussed in further detail.
The last part contained several questions regarding the socio-demographic status of the
respondents, such as age, gender, education level and place of residence.
2.4. Statistical Analyses
Repeated measures ANOVA and Bonferroni post hoc analyses were carried out to examine
whether labels lead to different expectations regarding overall liking, salt intensity, fat flavor intensity
and desire. The same analyses were performed after tasting the labeled cheese (perceived condition).
As suggested by Ares, et al [67], data obtained for the emotional and sensory characterization
were analyzed using two different approaches, i.e., frequency of selection or weighted frequency of
selection (RATA scoring). RATA scorings take the actual points of the scale (ranging from 1 to 5) into
account. Next, RATA scores for each emotional and sensory term were calculated by summing up the
points. Cochran’s Q test was performed to determine significant differences in the frequency of term
selection among the labels in both expected and perceived condition. Friedman’s test was carried
out to identify significant differences in RATA scoring between the terms in either the expected or
perceived condition. Further, repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni correction was performed
to examine differences between the quantities of positive/negative emotions between the labels using
sums of the frequency of term selection.
Power analysis was conducted using GPower 3.1 (Frans Faul, Kiel, Germany) [73] and tests that
obtained a significant p-value (p ď 0.05) have a satisfactory power value above the threshold of 0.80.
A 5% significance level (p ď 0.05) was considered for all tests, except when stated otherwise.
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3. Results
3.1. Cheese Consumption, Shopping Behaviour, Attitudes and Awareness of Personal Salt and Fat Intake
3.1. Cheese Consumption, Shopping Behaviour, Attitudes and Awareness of Personal Salt and Fat Intake
3.1.1. Cheese Consumption
3.1.1. Cheese Consumption
Most participants consume cheese several times during a regular week. The participants are
participants
consume
cheese
times during
a regular
The participants
are
fondMost
of hard
and soft cheeses
while
a lotseveral
of the participants
also
consumeweek.
goat cheeses.
Light cheeses
fond
of hard
and softbycheeses
a lot of
of the
the sample.
participants
alsohalf
consume
goat cheeses.
cheeses
are only
consumed
aroundwhile
a quarter
Almost
of the sample
preferLight
hard cheeses,
are
only
consumed
by
around
a
quarter
of
the
sample.
Almost
half
of
the
sample
prefer
hard
cheeses,
while around 15% of the sample prefer creamy and goat cheeses (Table 2).
while around 15% of the sample prefer creamy and goat cheeses (Table 2).
Table 2. Cheese consumption and preferences of the sample (n = 129).
Table 2. Cheese consumption and preferences of the sample (n = 129).

Consumption (%)
Once
a month (%) 3.9
Consumption
Once
Once a montha week
3.914.7
2 toa 3week
times a week 14.727.1
Once
2 to 3 4times
weeka week 27.1
to 6 atimes
25.6
4 to 6 times a week
25.6
Daily
28.7
Daily

28.7

Consumption of Cheeses (%)
Soft cheese of Cheeses
72.1
Consumption
(%)
Hard
cheese
88.4
Soft cheese
72.1
Creamy
cheese
63.6
Hard cheese
88.4
Creamy
cheese
63.6
Light cheese
26.4
Light cheese
26.4
Goat cheese
67.4
Goat cheese

67.4

Preference (%)
Soft cheese
Preference (%)11.6
Hard
cheese
47.3
Soft cheese
11.6
Creamy
cheese
14.0
Hard cheese
47.3
Creamy
14.0
Lightcheese
cheese
0.8
Light cheese
0.8
Goat cheese
16.3
Goat cheese
16.3
Other
0.8
Other
0.8

3.1.2. Salt
3.1.2. Salt
Only 3% of the respondents state that they look to the salt content when buying products and a
Only 3% of the respondents state that they look to the salt content when buying products and
little bit over 2% declares that they often buy food products with a reduced salt content. A high
a little bit over 2% declares that they often buy food products with a reduced salt content. A high
majority (88.4%) of the sample does not see the salt content as a reason not to buy a food product.
majority (88.4%) of the sample does not see the salt content as a reason not to buy a food product.
Given these numbers, unsurprisingly, over 90% of the participants are not planning to consume less
Given these numbers, unsurprisingly, over 90% of the participants are not planning to consume less
salt in their diet. When asking for the consumers’ awareness of their salt intake, ranging from very
salt in their diet. When asking for the consumers’ awareness of their salt intake, ranging from very
low in salt to very high in salt, over half of the respondents answer that they have an average salt
low in salt to very high in salt, over half of the respondents answer that they have an average salt
intake in their diet (Figure 2). If the participants need to compare their salt intake to those of their
intake in their diet (Figure 2). If the participants need to compare their salt intake to those of their
peers (same gender and similar age), most respondents answer that they consume similar salt intake
peers (same gender and similar age), most respondents answer that they consume similar salt intake
like their peers. Lastly, more than one fourth of the participants find that they need to have a diet low
like their peers. Lastly, more than one fourth of the participants find that they need to have a diet low
in salt during most days in a week.
in salt during most days in a week.

Figure 2. Respondents (in %) awareness of personal salt intake (very low in salt (1)–very high in salt
Figure 2. Respondents (in %) awareness of personal salt intake (very low in salt (1)–very high in salt
(5)), awareness of personal salt intake compared with peers (consume much less salt (1)–consume
(5)), awareness of personal salt intake compared with peers (consume much less salt (1)–consume
much more salt (5)) and if they need a low-salt diet (totally disagree (1)–totally agree (5)).
much more salt (5)) and if they need a low‐salt diet (totally disagree (1)–totally agree (5)).

3.1.3. Fat
Roughly one‐third of the respondents (36.4%) declare that they have a look at the fat content
when buying food products. Just over 51% of the participants declare that fat content can be a reason
to not buy a certain food product. In addition, 10257
31.8% of the respondents often buy low‐fat products.
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3.1.3. Fat
Roughly one-third of the respondents (36.4%) declare that they have a look at the fat content
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when buying food products. Just over 51% of the participants declare that fat content can be a reason
to not buy a certain food product. In addition, 31.8% of the respondents often buy low-fat products.
In total, 30% of the participants are planning to consume more products with a lower fat content in
In total, 30% of the participants are planning to consume more products with a lower fat content in
the next six months. Even so, 17% of the respondents state that they are planning to consume fewer
the next six months. Even so, 17% of the respondents state that they are planning to consume fewer
products with a lower fat content during the next month. Most participants estimate that their diet is
products with a lower fat content during the next month. Most participants estimate that their diet
rather average on fat intake and that the total fat intake is comparable with the mean intake of
is rather average on fat intake and that the total fat intake is comparable with the mean intake of
males/females of the same age (Figure 3). Almost half of the people find that they should have a low‐
males/females of the same age (Figure 3). Almost half of the people find that they should have a
fat diet on most days.
low-fat diet on most days.

Figure 3. Respondents (in %) awareness of personal fat intake (very low in fat very high in fat (5)),
Figure 3. Respondents (in %) awareness of personal fat intake (very low in fat very high in fat (5)),
awareness of personal fat intake compared with peers (consume much less fat (1)–consume much
awareness of personal fat intake compared with peers (consume much less fat (1)–consume much
more fat (5)) and if they need a low-fat diet (totally disagree (1)–totally agree (5)).
more fat (5)) and if they need a low‐fat diet (totally disagree (1)–totally agree (5)).

3.2.
Liking, Salt
Salt Intensity,
Intensity, Fat
3.2. Liking,
Fat Flavor
Flavor Intensity
Intensity and
and Desire
Desire
3.2.1. Expected Condition
3.2.1. Expected Condition
A significant main effect of labels on the expected liking (F(2.803,358.788) = 81.846, p < 0.001),
A significant main effect of labels on the expected liking (F(2.803,358.788) = 81.846, p < 0.001), salt
salt intensity (F(2.712,347.167) = 101.478, p < 0.001), fat flavor intensity (F(3,384) = 90.889, p < 0.001)
intensity (F(2.712,347.167) = 101.478, p < 0.001), fat flavor intensity (F(3,384) = 90.889, p < 0.001) and
and desire (F(2.738,350.512) = 42.265, p < 0.001) was found.
desire (F(2.738,350.512) = 42.265, p < 0.001) was found.
Figure 4A shows that the expected liking of the “control label” (5.26 ˘ 0.87) was significantly
Figure 4A shows that the expected liking of the “control label” (5.26 ± 0.87) was significantly
higher compared to the other labels. The mean expected liking of the “light label” (4.05 ˘ 1.14) was
higher compared to the other labels. The mean expected liking of the “light label” (4.05 ± 1.14) was
significantly higher compared to the “light + reduced salt” label (3.6 ˘ 1.18, p < 0.001), while it did
significantly higher compared to the “light + reduced salt” label (3.6 ± 1.18, p < 0.001), while it did not
not differ with the “reduced salt” label (3.9 ˘ 1.07, p = 1.0).
differ with the “reduced salt” label (3.9 ± 1.07, p = 1.0).
The expected salt intensity differed significantly among all labels (Figure 4B). The lowest mean
The expected salt intensity differed significantly among all labels (Figure 4B). The lowest mean
salt intensity was expected with the “reduced salt” label (2.35 ˘ 0.97). The expected salt intensity was
salt intensity was expected with the “reduced salt” label (2.35 ± 0.97). The expected salt intensity was
the highest for the “control label” cheese (4.30 ˘ 1.01). Overall, participants expected that the cheese
the highest for the “control label” cheese (4.30 ± 1.01). Overall, participants expected that the cheese
with “light + reduced label” would have a salt intensity (3.01 ˘ 1.14) significantly higher compared
with “light + reduced label” would have a salt intensity (3.01 ± 1.14) significantly higher compared to
to the “reduced salt label”(p < 0.001) but lower than the “light label” cheese (3.70 ˘ 1.14, p < 0.001).
the “reduced salt label”(p < 0.001) but lower than the “light label” cheese (3.70 ± 1.14, p < 0.001).
The expected fat flavor intensity varied was significantly lower for the “light label” (2.75 ˘ 1.04)
The expected fat flavor intensity varied was significantly lower for the “light label” (2.75 ± 1.04)
compared to the other three labels (Figure 4C). Participants expected that the fat flavor intensity of
compared to the other three labels (Figure 4C). Participants expected that the fat flavor intensity of
the “reduced salt label” cheese (3.91 ˘ 1.05) would be significantly lower compared to the regular,
the “reduced salt label” cheese (3.91 ± 1.05) would be significantly lower compared to the regular,
“control label” cheese (4.37 ˘ 0.89, p < 0.001). The mean expected fat flavor intensity of the
“control label” cheese (4.37 ± 0.89, p < 0.001). The mean expected fat flavor intensity of the “light +
“light + reduced salt” label cheese (4.02 ˘ 1.42) did not differ significantly between those latter two
reduced salt” label cheese (4.02 ± 1.42) did not differ significantly between those latter two labels, but
labels, but was significantly higher compared to the “light label” cheese (p < 0.001).
was significantly higher compared to the “light label” cheese (p < 0.001).
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as the “control label”, as no significant differences were found in the overall acceptance between both
When the cheese was provided with the “control label”, consumers tend to rate it saltier (4.04 ±
labels (p = 0.248). Further, the mean consumer liking between the “light label” and “light + reduced
1.25) compared with when it had another label. If a “reduced salt label” was given, the perceived salt
salt label”
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9
the perceived salt intensity (3.16 ˘ 1.41) was significantly lower compared to the “control label”
(p < 0.001) and “light label” (3.60 ˘ 1.16, p = 0.012). There was no main effect of the label on the
perceived salt intensity between the “reduced salt label” and “light + reduced salt label” (3.42 ˘ 1.42,
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One-Way Repeated Measures ANOVA (n = 129)
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Results related to frequency of use of both emotional and sensory terms are shown in Figure 5.
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If the valence of emotion (positive, negative or10unclassified) is taken into account, the labels could
be divided into three groups. The results show that the control label tends to be associated more with
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positive emotions like glad, happy and enthusiastic compared to the other labels. The other labels are
also largely associated with negative emotions in both the frequency of use and rata scoring approach.
A distinction between the reduced salt label and the two other labels (light label and light + reduced
salt label) could further be made. Consumers have a more positive feeling about the reduced salt label
compared to the other two labels, as can be seen in Figure 4. Repeated measures ANOVA revealed
that there are indeed significant differences in association of positive (F(2.709,346.802) = 60.909,
p < 0.001) and negative emotional conceptualizations (F(3,384) = 38.850, p < 0.001) between the
labels. Consumers checked significantly more positive emotional terms with the control label (2.1)
compared to the other three labels (reduced salt label: 1.0 (p < 0.001), light label (0.9, p < 0.001) and
light + reduced salt label (0.8, p < 0.001)). No significant differences in the association of positive
emotional terms were found between the three health-related labels. Consumers tend to associate
almost no negative emotions to the regular cheese as a mean term selection of only 0.2 emotional
terms was found. This was significantly less compared to the three health labels. The light + reduced
salt label (1.2) had the highest association with negative emotions, which was significantly more
compared to the “reduced salt label” (0.9, p = 0.011) but did not differ significantly with the “light
label” (1.1, p = 1.0).
3.3.2. Perceived
When consumers actually consumed the labeled cheese, few significant differences were found
in the association with emotional and sensory terms (Figure 6). Significantly more consumers find
the emotional term “glad” applicable to the control label, compared to the health related labels.
Surprisingly, although consumers evaluated the same cheese but accompanied with different labels,
significant differences in term usage were found for the sensory terms “creamy” (Q = 18.290,
p < 0.001), “salty” (Q = 8.946, p = 0.030) and “untasty” (Q = 15.707, p = 0.001). Analyzing the data using
the RATA scoring approach revealed additional differences in the sensory perception of the evaluated
labeled cheese. Consumers perceived differences in the intensity of the “aftertaste” (χ2 (3) = 7.994,
p = 0.046) and “yellow” (χ2 (3) = 15.060, p = 0.002) between the four samples of labeled cheese.
Regarding the emotional terms, only a significant difference was reported for the emotion “glad”
when taken the intensity into account. Regarding the type of emotions associated with the labeled
cheeses, no significant differences were found for either positive (F(3,384) = 0.607, p = 0.611) or
negative (F(3,384) = 0.976, p = 0.404) emotional terms. An overview of the differences in the emotional
and sensory profiles is listed in Table 4.
Table 4. Summary of the differences of emotional and sensory terms during expected and perceived
(with tasting) evaluation.
Cochran’s Q Test (RATA) and Friedman Test (RATA Scoring) (n = 129)
Expected Evaluation
Emotional terms with significant
differences between samples

Sensory terms with significant
differences between samples
Perceived evaluation
Emotional terms with significant
differences between samples
Sensory terms with significant
differences between samples

RATA: disappointed ***, discontented ***, disinterested ***,
dissatisfied ***, enthusiastic ***, glad ***, good ***, happy ***,
irritated ***, merry ***, pleasant ***, unpleasant surprise **
RATA scoring: disappointed ***, discontented ***, dissatisfied ***,
enthusiastic ***, glad ***, good ***, pleasant ***, happy ***, irritated **,
merry ***, unpleasant surprise **
RATA: aftertaste ***, dry **, creamy ***, firm **, pungent ***, salty **,
untasty ***, yellow ***
RATA scoring: aftertaste ***, dry ***, creamy ***, firm *, pungent ***,
salty ***, untasty ***, yellow ***
RATA: glad *
RATA scoring: glad ***
RATA: creamy ***, salty *, untasty ***
RATA scoring: aftertaste *, creamy ***, salty **, untasty ***, yellow **

*, **, *** indicates significant differences at p ď 0.05, p ď 0.01, and p ď 0.001, respectively.
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*, **, *** indicates significant differences at p ≤ 0.05, p ≤ 0.01, and p ≤ 0.001, respectively.
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influence of health labels on the flavor perception, in contrary to their hypothesis, they point out
that the differences in acceptance between the expected and informed conditions were rather low.
The perceived scores for the light and light + reduced salt labeling are significant lower compared to
the control label cheese. For these two labels, an assimilation effect occurs as participants liking tend
to go in the direction of their expected liking. As only around one quarter of the consumer sample
consumes light cheese, it could be that most consumers are not fond of light cheese or have rather
negative experiences with light cheese (or light products in general). Further, no significant difference
were found between the control labeled cheese and the reduced salt labeled cheese in the current
study. This is in accordance with recent research of Czarnacka-Szymani and Jezewska-Zychowicz [43]
who found that labels containing the salt content did not alter consumers’ acceptance of several salt
reduced cheeses. It seems that the respondents of this study have a more positive attitude towards this
label compared to the light label and light + reduced salt label when they actually consumed labeled
cheese. One reason could be that participants are less familiar with the reduced salt label (which
is suggested by the fact that only 3% looks to the salt content on a package) and a disconfirmation
effect occurs. Participants may think that a reduced salt labeled cheese does not taste good which
can be seen in the rather low expected acceptance in this study. When they actually consumed
the cheese, it disconfirms these prior expectations and they tend to overcompensate as illustrated
in another experiment with healthy labeled entrees and desserts with diet labels [84]. In the case
of the reduced salt label, the observed disconfirmation effect is considered to be a contrast effect.
Further, the results of the perceived condition should be seen in the light of the priming theory and
the presented results suggest that health-related labels might be used as a prime to guide people
to make more healthier food choices. However, one should note that recent research suggest that
the potential effect of health-related priming depends on individual traits like educational level and
hunger states [21], so one need to bear this in mind when interpreting our results. A more specific
research design would be needed when aiming to examine real behavioral outcome effects (e.g., ad
libitum intake) of using health labels as primers and this yields an interesting potential for future
research. As only one out of fourteen emotional terms differed significantly during the tasting,
this study illustrates that the health-label information has little impact when consumers are actually
tasting the same product. Previous research has already found that differences in emotional profiles of
food products are primarily sensory driven [29,31–33,66,85–88] and the current study support these
findings. Nevertheless, it is remarkable to note that labeling also influences the flavor perception
of the sensory attributes “creamy”, “salty”, and “untasty”. This confirms previous research where
information altered the intensity perception of sensory attributes [89,90]. While “untasty” can be
seen as a more hedonic oriented sensory attribute, “creamy” and “salty” are definitely linked to
the health-related labels that were used in this study. Using those labels could possibly draw the
attention of the participants to related sensory terms, which are then perceived differently. This is
in line with earlier findings that health claims on the front of the package leads to the generation of
more attribute-specific thoughts about the product by consumers [91].
This study has several limitations. First of all, one should note that the used sample is not
representative for the Belgian population. However, the use of a convenience sample at the university
has been applied in several studies and provides interesting insights. A future study could use a
greater sample size in order to obtain more power for the statistical tests. The tests took place in
a lab which could bias the results as it does not mimics the reality but it has the major advantage
that the experiment could take place in a better controlled environment. It has been previously
reported that the context could influence the sensory [92,93] and emotional profiling [58,94] of food
products. It could be interesting for future research to actually conduct tests in a more realistic
situation, e.g., a shopping situation in a grocery store or the use of a product during a home use
test. This study used three health-related labels and one product. Further research is needed with
other health-related labels and also other products to examine if they underpin the findings of this
study. In addition, this study has opted to examine the influence of the label on the flavor perception
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by letting consumers evaluate the same product for each label. However, future research needs to be
performed with products in which the health labels are actually different in flavor and determine the
critical composition in order to have a good balance between flavor and overall acceptance.
The present study holds practical implications for the role of front-of-package labeling. These
labels could influence the sensory expectations and perception of related sensory attributes like fat
content and salt content. Further, these labels could impact the emotional conceptualization of a food
product. However, these effects are label-specific and the use of a reduced salt label did not lower the
overall liking of cheese. Therefore, specific health-related labels might be used as a marketing tool
in order to target specific health oriented consumers and even yield potential for priming healthy
food products.
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